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AREA

Low gross profit

Decrease or no salary for owner

A variety of different signals can point to a crisis
being under its way, or already happening.

Total equity
Debt

•

Evaluate the possibility of avoiding the crisis
or surviving it.

Required from bank to decrease available credit
Aged accounts payable or arrears with debt collection agencies

Accounts payable

Taxes owed
Instalment agreements with tax authorities or other accounts payable
Pending trials
Increasing accounts receivable without increase in revenue

Accounts receivable Aged accounts receivable
Low receivable reserves due to decline in revenue and loss of customers
Declining or low inventory turnover

Inventory

Increasing inventory due to declining revenue
Obsolete inventory
Deferred tax (losses carried forward) that is not real assets
Actual billable current work

Next step
Take immediate action to reduce the extent of
the crisis, or to avoid deterioration of the
situation.

Limited credit line
Ability to pay off debt

Finish by writing down remarks to the strong
warning signals.

•

Negative equity that needs to be re-established
Loans payable are greater than liquid assets

By evaluating all of the possible warning
signals, you can get a clearer picture of how
serious the current or forthcoming crisis is.

Evaluate which areas need to be investigated
further to understand the extent of the crisis.

Increase in capitalized costs
Extraordinary income or expense

Job to be done

•

Dependency on one big customer, one product or product category
Negative operating profit

Operating Profit

Next, evaluate the intensity of the signals.
Green implies that there is no severe warning
signal, whereas red implies that a strong
warning signal is present.

REMARKS FOR WARNING SIGNALS

Lack of overview of how income is earned

v1.0

Begin with getting an overview of the different
possible warning signals indicating that the
company is undergoing a crisis.

SIGNALS

Sudden or gradual decline in revenue

Revenue

DECISION SHEET

How to do it

POSSIBLE WARNING SIGNALS

Other assets

Other questionable assets
Spend equity that needs to be re-established
Reservations about going concern
Serious productivity issues
Unexplained positive change

Budget

Lack of budgets or budget review
Unexplained budget deviations
Missing plan of action for budget deviations
Replacement of certificed accountant

Relations

Change of bank or bad dialog with bank (e.g. requirement of increased security)
Disagreements within board of directors, ownership or family
Blame of employees or others for the crisis (neglect)
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